Facts About Buying A Personal Protection Dog
You can call it whatever you would like but it is still the same thing. A guard dog,
personal protection dog, protection dog, estate dog and the list goes on and on. In
essence we are speaking about a dog that is is trained to protect you from those
who want to harm you and one who is flashy when obeying your every word. You
say it and he does it in an instant. At Wolfsbane K9 we often refer to our Belgian
Malinois as the Navy Seals of the canine world due to the
endurance, intelligence, willingness and difficult training they must go through to be
qualified for our program.
Many years ago people would have never thought of paying high dollars for such a
canine companion but the times have changed. Home invasions with violence
attached are becoming more prevalent in some areas and people are looking for
ways to protect themselves and their family. More than 6 million people report
being stalked in the USA each year and in some cases it leads all the way to murder.
If you do a search online for any of the terms mentioned above ( guard dog, personal
protection dog, protection dog, estate dog) that describes this type of dog you'll see
dozens of websites from sellers all over the world that offer these dogs. Some are
cheap and some are high in price. In fact some are astronomical in price fetching as
much as $200,000 or more. This of course is more than some homes costs or a kid's
entire college tuition and then some. That is not the norm and only comes perhaps
once in a lifetime if you are lucky. We don't price dogs that high and therefore we'll
never sell one at that price but that is not a priority at our kennel. Most of the
kennels you'll see have dogs from $10,000 to about $50,000 and dogs in this price
range sell everyday. Let's take this from the ground up. A more realistic average cost
for a top dog is $30,000 to $55,000. A word of caution. Kennels who really sell dogs
won't usually negotiate on pricing and if one offers this right up front you should
beware of a possible scam. If the kennel offers a lower price you should ask them
why they are doing it.
Who buys this kind of dog?
You might think that only rich people who own private jets and homes with 12
bathrooms pay this much for a dog. But, actually people from all walks of life buy
these dogs and one thing that ties them all together is their desire for a protector.

And if you need a protector (or think you do) you most likely have a true fear of
something or somebody that leads you to that conclusion. Home invasion types of
crimes are on the rise but that should not be the only factor you consider when you
buy a dog.
Most people who buy a dog trained to attack on command have already had issues
in which they felt at risk. Perhaps they have regular robberies or maybe someone is
stalking them. Those would be just two of the reasons why they feel a large,
powerful and expensive dog would be the ultimate in security for their situation.
One of my first questions when a client calls is why do you think you need a dog like
this? I need to hear them tell me in their words what they need protection from.
Some might say this is personal and none of my business but how can I match you
with a dog unless I know the details of why you want one? We might have several
dogs to fit their needs or we might not have one at all. It is only through conversation
that we can determine this. In some cases we can take a dog in training and
customize him for a given situation. However, dogs are not like cars where you can
just add the options you want. Some dogs seem to learn everything while others will
only learn certain things. A qualified trainer must decide on what a dog can do.
I don't like to waste a potentials client's time or get their hopes up about a dog I
know that I do not have. In the dog business you'll run into a lot of dogs known as
washouts. These are dogs that started training to be a protection dog, police K9 or
something similar and couldn't make it. Maybe they are easily scared or perhaps a
hip problem is noticed with hard training. Either way, you don't want to waste your
money on a dog like this. You are buying someone else's trouble and nobody wants
to do that knowingly or not.
People who do have substantial wealth do buy highly trained dogs but so do average
people who need what only a highly trained dog can offer.
The Puppy Myth
Many people call us and ask if we can sell them a puppy and know it will be trainable
to do protection work. The short answer is No. After so many years of dealing with
dogs and testing puppies you do get a sixth sense for it. But, to guarantee that an 8
week old puppy will have what it takes to go through training to be the equivalent
of a Navy Seal in the dog world is foolish and anyone who knows dogs will tell you

that. A good percentage of dogs will wash out (term for a dog being dropped from
the program) because of any number of issues. A true protection dog is an elite
animal in mind, body and spirit. If you are buying a puppy and plan on doing an
intense training program just remember there are no real guarantees. If someone
tells you otherwise, keep looking.
The dangers of buying a personal protection dog.
As far as owning a personal protection dog there are few if any dangers involved as
long as you buy the right dog from the start. The problem for most people is that
they don't know much about this type of dog and can't make a good decision. This
is similar to buying a used car with no warranty. You know what you want the car to
do but you don't know a lot about cars. Therefore you must take the seller's word
as being truthful. You end buying a car and within 2 days problems start to arise and
you have nothing to fall back on. Get everything in writing.
There are literally hundreds of people selling dogs but only a handful have quality
dogs with a reputation for offering the best and backing it up. I hear horror stories
frequently from people who clicked on a website, picked a dog out for $5,000 and
sent the money. Weeks later the dog arrived and was not even close to what they
were promised. Then they call the guy who sold them the dog and can't ever get a
straight answer on why he lied to them. If you could really buy a trained dog for
$5,000 nobody would be selling them for $30,000 because they would never sell a
dog. Every buyer would be going to the cheaper place for the same quality.
I called a kennel in Europe several years ago to see how they did things. I called on
the premise that I was potential buyer looking for a fully trained German Shepherd
and I needed it for $4,500 including shipping. The owner called me back in a short
time and sure enough he had just what I needed and could send it right away. He
wanted me to wire transfer the funds to his account. This guy I had spoken to for 5
minutes on the phone really thought I would send him $4,500 to buy a dog I hadn't
even seen a picture of so far.
Sadly people do this and they get ripped off. Remember, people in this business lie
frequently so don't become a victim. Get a written agreement that spells out
everything. I don't make it a practice to call other kennels but I had to do research
to see how things really were. I wasn't shocked and I wasn't pleased. Unless you
import dogs for a living you shouldn't even consider doing it for the dog you want to

buy now. Once you pay the money is gone and you willnever get it back. At least
with American based kennels you have a chance in court if it goes that far.
Do Not Buy The Hype!
There are many places to buy a dog and each kennel uses their own tactics when it
comes to marketing. Some are low key and others are flashy readily offering a list of
credentials and media in which they have been featured. Media coverage should
really mean nothing to you when it comes to buying a dog and here is why. Most
magazines, newspapers and blogs are always looking for a new story and nothing is
better than a good human interest piece involving pets. These places will often come
knocking and looking for a story. In some cases if you buy an ad they guarantee you
a story. This is easily manipulated if one has money to buy expensive ads because
they will get the story.
Another kennel might have a better dog but the world may never know about it.
And, once the wheel starts turning more and more media outlets will do stories
about the business. But, how does this have anything to do with a dog's
performance? It simply doesn't. But, just because a kennel has mass amounts of
articles about them doesn't mean they have bad dogs so please don't be confused
here. Just use your common sense and research all avenues before buying a dog
based on hype. Buy your dog based only the dog you are looking at and nothing else.
It's common for kennels to make claims about how many certified, professional, dog
trainers they have on staff and two or three vet techs. That may all be fine and well
but remember somebody has to pay these people and in the end that is you. Just
like any business the cost of doing business is passed on to the customer. A smaller
kennel with fewer staff members can sell you a dog that is as good or better than
many larger ones at a fraction of the cost. Shop around and look closely before you
buy.
Even More Hype
Many kennels will state that they are DEA, ATF, FBI or whatever agency certified. So
what? Unless you are buying a dog to look for bombs or narcotics this means nothing
at all to you. If you want a true personal protection dog buy it from a protection dog
specialist and not a Jack of all trades.
Do Not Buy The Pictures!

Perhaps ypu are scanning the web and you see a dog you fall in love with based on
his photos or description. Maybe the dog is the breed you want, the exact price you
need and is readily available. But, step back and take time to be sure you are getting
the right dog and not just a dog. Some kennels will try to sell you on the first dog you
mention before they even get a sense of what you need. Ideally you'll end up with
the dog that has the looks and ability to suit you. If you are buying a personal
protection dog the first and foremost guiding factor is that the dog can and will guide
you.
What can a dog really do for me?
A fully trained protection dog can't save you from all of the dangers that could come
your way. Anyone who tells you the dog can handle every problem you might
encounter is lying. The place where your dog will be the most useful is at home of
course. As long as you give the dog the run of the house and let him work he can do
a lot to keep you safe. For the average person having a human body guard is not
feasible. You have to have someone living with you and going where you go all the
time. And of course that kind of service doesn't come cheap. Movie stars and
politicians might need that kind of service but for most of us it would never happen.
Over the years many convicted criminals have been questioned about how they
choose homes to target for robberies or home invasions. One of the things almost
all of them list as a negative factor is a home with a large, barking dog inside. This is
common sense even to a criminal. If you enter that home you don't really know what
that dog will do to you. If you can't see inside you don't really even know what you
are up against. Since people like this are typically not picky about which house they
break into they will always choose the one without the dog. Chances are very high
that your dog will never have to do anything except bark and that is great.
There are situations where you might need to use your dog as the weapon he is
trained to be and provide some backup support. Assuming you are at home and
someone does break in they might have a gun or knife. Guns and knives do kill dogs
just like they do people. But, if that dog's attack gives you an extra 2 or 3 minutes to
grab your firearm or call 911 it clould save your life. The fact is when the police are
dispatched they still have to get to your location and that takes time. Any time the
dog can buy you could save your life. And as far as giving up I can only say that our
dogs will not give up until they simply have no life in them.

A few days ago a video surfaced online from some parents. It was actually recorded
with the baby camera monitoring system. They of course had this installed to watch
over their newborn. What they saw would chill any parent to the bone. A man had
come into their home in the night and was moving silently around as he robbed
them of some valuables. But, it was watching him in their baby's room standing over
her crib and whispering her name that was too much to take. If this family had one
of our dogs this scenario would never had happended gauranteed.
A well trained, personal protection dog can also travel you on short trips to town or
on vacation. Our dogs are trained to ride well and of course the obedience will be
impeccable no matter where you are with your dog. If someone attempts to harm
you just let your dog go to work.
What kind of dog should you get and how old should it be?
When we speak about personal protection dogs we are talking about adults who
have been fully trained to do the job. These are not washout dogs and they have no
health issues. We are speaking about dogs that will be in the 2 to 4 year old range in
general. While most of our dogs don't have registration with organizations like the
AKC they do have good pedigrees from the country of origin which is Holland for us.
We import a dog that is trained and fully titled in Holland as KNPV PH1. This means
the dog has the most advanced training you will find no matter where you look. The
dog has been certified as ready to work by the Royal Dutch Police however they do
not buy all of the dogs available and we use our contacts to find truly exceptional
K9s for our program. A dog that is titled as KNPV PH1 is the equivalent of a Navy
Seal. They are taught to think on their own and react to situations accordingly. They
are trained to never give up and to always approach a battle with the attitude that
failure is not an option. Comparing a dog trained in KNPV PH1 or PH2 to a
Schutzhund or IPO dog is like comparing a cub scout to a Navy Seal.
Once we get the dog at Wolfsbane K9 we'll start training him to be the best at
personal protection dog work. Most of this is socialization to the surroundings and
conditions in America. We'll let him stay indoors with us, take him for long rides,
expose him him to large groups pf people and the list goes on. Overall we are taking
up to 6 months to make sure we know the dog and can place him with the best
owner.

As far as breeds go there are a few that can be good personal protection dogs but
only two that we consider to be exceptional. The Belgian Malinois and German
Shepherd both bring a lot of great attributes to the table. We work more with the
Belgian Malinois but we also sell German Shepherds sometimes and think they can
be wonderful. I will not write about the pros and cons of each breed as there are
hundreds of pages online where you can find comparisons. We began dealing in the
Belgian Malinois and in particular the KNPV titled dogs after thinking carefully about
which dogs had been the best for us over time. They truly are super dogs. A couple
of simple things that have drawn clients to us seeking a Malinois would be their
tolerance for heat and less shedding than a German Shepherd. People like German
Shepherds because they are well recognized as a guard dog and tend to develop
more of a territorial area naturally.
No matter which breed you search for be sure to keep this tip about kennel ads in
mind. Many places will put things in their ads or on their website that are catch
phrases such "KNPV bloodlines" or "IPO III" but they are not describing the dog you
are looking at. They are throwing in terms to help search engines find their ad or
site. Once you are there you'll quickly see that these terms do not apply to the dogs
for sale. The terms apply to the dog's ancestors from generations back. Be sure to
get the level of training and exactly what to expect in writing before you pay a
penny.
The annual cost of protection.
When it comes to age you need to understand something upfront. If you really do
intend to use a dog for personal protection and can afford it, buy the adult. You
know exactly what you are getting with an adult. If you buy a puppy make sure you
buy it from a kennel noted for true working line dogs. Also note on a puppy you will
not know what you are getting until all of the training is done.
A Belgian Malinois has an average lifespan of about 12 years. One must consider
how long the dog can be of use though as a working dog in protection. Just like
humans, canines age and become less active in the later years. If your dog lives 12
years he'll most likely be workable until around the age of 10. Consider that he might
be 3 years old when you get him and you have 7 working years with you.
If you pay $30,000 for the dog it means his "salary" is $4,200 per year. You could
never get a human body guard for such a low annual price. For a person being

stalked or living in fear for any reason $4,200 per year seems very low to have 24 /
7 alerts and protection. Add in his food and vet bills at about $1,000 per year and
still at $5,200 you have the finest protection you will get plus you have a real friend
/ companion.
Conclusion
It takes a really special dog to become a personal protection dog and most just can't
make it. Even with great training most dogs will not have what it takes. In our case
only 3% have a chance and 1% has the real goods. There are thousands of dogs listed
around the globe as "personal protection dog for sale" but in reality there are not
many of these superb dogs available. This is one reason for what some would call
high prices. And, it takes years of patience and skill to train a dog to do all of these
things and do them right. We hope this information has helped you. If you have
questions or comments please send them to staff@wolfsbanek9.com. Good luck in
your search for the perfect new family member.

